Timion Child Equipment

How to use a side positioner

1. Position your child on her side with a pillow under her head.

2. Place the big pillow in front of her legs and hips. Hold the pillow at an angle to the mattress close to the child’s body; because once you put it down, the velcro will prevent you from sliding it closer.

3. Bend the knee of the upper leg and position the medium pillow in the hollow of the knee, so that the hip and knee are at 90 degree angles.

4. Position the smallest pillow in front of the chest. Turn your child on her other side after 45 minutes. Play with your child while she is lying on her side. In this position she can see her hands and bring them together!

If the standing frame is broken, or if you struggle to put your child in please do not hesitate to call Timion. We are happy to assist.

Elbe - 0837504431
Daniel - 0784561512
danika.meyer@gmail.com